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Motley Fool Transcribers | Nov 20, 2020 WDAY earnings call for the period ending October 31, 2020. Motley Fool Transcribers | August 27, 2020 WDAY earnings call for the period ending July 31, 2020. Motley Fool Transcribers | May 28, 2020 WDAY earnings call for the period ending April 30, 2020. Motley Fool Transcribers | February 27, 2020 WDAY earnings call for the period ending December 31,
2019. Motley Fool Transcribers | December 3, 2019 WDAY earnings call for the period ending October 31, 2019. Motley Fool Transcribers | August 29, 2019 WDAY earnings call for the period ending July 31, 2019. Motley Fool Transcribers | May 28, 2019 WDAY earnings call for the period ending May 27, 2019. Motley Fool Transcribation | February 28, 2019 WDAY earnings call for the period ending
January 31, 2019. Motley Fool Transcribers | Nov 29, 2018 WDAY earnings call for the period ending October 31, 2018. Motley Fool Transcript | Sep 4, 2018 WDAY earnings call for the period ending July 31, 2018. Stock market investors often find themselves sotling the difference between a stock's value and its price. If you've spent any time investing in the stock market, you know that value and price
have arrived two different measures in different ways. The real estate meltdown of 2008 demonstrated this principle. For example, many homes that might have derived a value from reviews or other means ended up selling for significantly less money because that was what the market was willing to pay. As far as stocks pertain, investors in the stock market typically determine a stock's value by looking at
such factors as: Earnings (past, present, and, more importantly, future projections)Market shareSales volume on timePotential and current competitorsA variety of metrics such as P/E ratioReview of reports by analysts that follow the company Most of this analysis is simple and based on published facts and figures, although there is still much room for For example, if a company ventures into a new area of
business, through merger or acquisition, it may or may not be financially successful regardless of how good it might look on paper. Career stock market analysts make very good salaries that sort out the facts and figures along with the possibilities for success or failure. Ultimately, the analysts will come at a value, that is, what they believe the stock should trade for on the market. Often a stock's actual price
is at or near the analysts' estimated value, apart from daily fluctuations due to a rising or declining market. However, many opportunities come up where a stock's price, or the amount at which it trades on the open market, is quite different from its value. An inventory's trading price represents the number that an arm's length willing seller and willing buyer for each agreeable. In other words, a stock's real
value is what someone is willing to pay. While fundamental factors stock prices over the long long supply and demand arrange stock prices in the short term. More buyers than sellers could mean the stock's price will rise, while more sellers than buyers indicate the price will fall. Whether there are more buyers or sellers for a given stock on any day depends on many factors, such as: Overall market trends,
good or bad Economy confidence or lack therein in the economyCompany news, such as earnings, financial issues or scandals Briefly, traders are more concerned about a stock's price and its fluctuations, while investors are more concerned about the stock's value. Traders live on price changes, either up or down. They make money by finding out which way prices are going to move and taking a position
so they can make a profit if they make a correct trade. Investors are more concerned about value as their assessment of value over the long term will guide their decision to buy or sell their holdings. Taking a long-term view doesn't mean buying and forgetting because the market is changing, and often quite quickly. It's important for investors to rethink their stock's value on a regular basis. Taking this step,
it's unlikely you'll hold a failover stock or make the mistake of selling one that has strong prospects. One of the most important decisions a new business owner makes is deciding the legal structure of his business. There are a variety of business structures for a business owner to choose from. Those who want to incorporate their businesses in the form of an S corporation should be aware of the
requirements regarding the inventory for this type of business structure. An S corporation is a special type of corporation based on the same business structure as a regular corporation or C corporation. Both types of business structures have a board, officers and annual meetings, but unlike like a C corporation, an S corporation is not treated as a legally separate entity, but instead passes the revenue it
generates to its owners in relation to their share in the company. The number of shares a company must have to form an S corporation is essentially determined by the owners of the business. An S corporation owner can choose to have as few as 10,000 shares of stock, or as much as a million shares of stock. The amount of shares that an owner ultimately decides on will be disapproved of in the
company's Sections of Incorporation, laws submitted to the Department of Labor of the state in which the business is registered. While an S corporation can choose the amount of share shares it issues, there are restrictions on what type of stock the company can issue, as well as the type of shareholders it can have and how much. Unlike a C corporation that can issue different grades of inventory such as
preference and general, an S corporation can only issue regular common stock and have a maximum of 100 shareholders. Likewise, only U.S. citizens and resident aliens can name shareholders of Stock. To form an S corporation, a company must first legally incorporate itself into a C corporation. After a company is legally registered as a C corporation, the company can then submit federal form 2533 to
the IRS before starting the procedure of transitioning to an S corporation. State forms, filing fees and an official annual meeting, including minutes, must be completed before a business can legally be recognized as an S corporation. Time for an investment demand: If you had $1,000 to invest and had to choose between buying 100 shares of company ABC at $10 per share, or 10 shares of company XYZ
at $100 per share, which one would you choose? Many investors will go for 100 shares in ABC because the share price is lower. The $10 stock looks cheap, they would argue. The $125 per share price for the other stock is too risky and rich in my taste. If you agree with this reasoning, you could be in for a shock. The truth is, you don't have enough information to determine which stock should be purchased
based on share price alone. You can find, after thorough analytics, the $100 inventory is cheaper than the $10 inventory. Although there are reasons to buy round lots - meaning 100 stock stock at a time - you don't have to shy away from buying smaller sums if that's all you can afford. In fact, as more brokers move toward low- or even no-fee trades, it's less urgent (albeit still important) to take into account
the cost of fees and commissions when planning your trades. These are called fractional stocks, and they're a way for investors of moderate means to buy into companies that could be beyond their price range. Besides just taking into account the number of shares, you should also evaluate whether the shares you consider as a purchase are priced appropriately. Each share of inventory in your portfolio
represents a fraction of ownership in a business. To use an example, consider the Coca-Cola Company. In 2019, Coca-Cola earned $8.9 billion in profit. The soda giant had close to 4.3 billion shares outstanding. This means that each of those shares represents ownership of 1/4,300,000,000 of the business (or 0.0000000002%) and entitle you to about $2.11 of the profits ($8.9 billion profit split by 4.3 billion
shares = $2.11 per share). Assume the company's shares are trading at $50 per share and Coca-Cola's board thinks that it's a little too expensive for average investors. As a result, they announce an inventory split. Stock distributions make stocks more affordable without diluting ownership for people who already own stock. Companies can also do what's called a reverse stock split, meaning if you hold 10
shares of a company that calls a 10-for-one reverse split, you'll hold one share. If Coke announced a 2-1 stock split, the the number of shares outstanding doubled (in this case the number of shares will increase to up to billion of 4.3 billion). The company would issue one share for each share an investor already owned, cutting the share price in half (for example, if you initially had 100 shares at $50 in your
portfolio, after the split you would have 200 shares at $25 each). Each of the shares is now worth just 1/8,300,000,000 of the company, or 00.00000000001%. Because each share now represents half the ownership it did before the split, it's only entitled to half the profits, or $1.055. The investor should ask himself what's better: pay $50 for $2.11 in earnings, or pay $25 for $1.055 in earnings? The answer is
not because, in the end, the investor comes from the same, since the split is always proportional. The deal is akin to a man with a $100 bill asking for two $50s. Although it now looks like he has more money, his economic reality has not changed. It all serves to make one very important point: The share price in itself means nothing. This is share price in relation to earnings and net assets that determine
whether a stock is over- or undervalued. Go back to our first example, with companies ABC and XYZ, consider the following: Company ABC is trading at $10 per share and has earnings per share (EPS) of $0.15.Company XYZ is trading at $100 per share and has EPS of $35. So which stock is the better value? Look at the earnings relative to price – otherwise known as the price to earnings ratio (p/e ratio).
The ABC stock is trading at a p/e ratio of 67 ($10 per share divided by $0.15 EPS = 66.67). The XYZ stock, on the other hand, trades at a p/e ratio of 2.86 ($100 per share divided by $35 EPS = 2.86). In other words, you pay $66.67 for every $1 in earnings from company ABC, while company XYZ offers you the same $1 in earnings for only $2.86. All the others are equal, the higher multiples are
unwarentified unless the company expands ABC rapidly. Some companies have a policy of never splitting their shares, giving the share price the prevalence of gross overvaluation to less informed investors. In January 2020, Berkshire Hathaway traded at more than $339,000 per share with EPS of $16,408 and a p/e ratio of 20.66. At the same time, the Coca-Cola Company was trading at $58 per share
with EPS of $1.81 and p/e ratio of 32.49. Share price is completely relative. Relative.
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